
Pamplin College of Business 
Graduate Studies and Policies Committee (GS&PC) Minutes 

Wednesday, February 19, 2020 
1:30 – 2:30 p.m. 

 
Members Present: Barbara Hoopes (BIT), chair; Sudip Bhattacharjee (ACIS); Mahmood Khan (HTM); 
Dipankar Chakravarti (MKTG); Bill Becker (MGT); Jay Winkeler (CBIA); Raman Kumar (FIN); Parviz 
Ghandforoush, ex-officio 

 
Minutes 
The minutes from the meeting on 2/05/20 were approved. 
 
Assurance of Learning 
The committee reviewed the latest update on the Assurance of Learning results.  Data collection will 
continue for the next month or two, then a final report with calculations and trends will be prepared. 
 
Graduate Certificates 
The committee continued the discussion of the formation of graduate certificates.  Several proposed 
certificates were discussed, including issues surrounding pre-requisites and market appeal.  In addition, it 
was agreed that care should be taken to not overlap too much with MIT certificate offerings.  It was 
decided that certificates should be one of three basic types: 

1. Inter-related foundation/core courses (e.g., three core courses to establish a broad foundation) 
2. A hierarchy of courses in a functional area (e.g., three Finance courses, including both pre-

requisites and advanced courses) 
3. Topical courses that would be interesting to a non-student that don’t require pre-requisites (e.g., 

three Cybersecurity courses) 
 
Certificates were suggested in Business Fundamentals, Leadership, Managing the CFO Function, Global 
Finance & Investments, and Business Analytics. The exact courses for each proposed certificate will be 
determined at a future meeting.  As addressed previously, the certificates would use existing courses, but 
combine them in such a way that they would be attractive to students who were not yet MBA students.  
The need for attractive/catchy names for the certificates was discussed, and Dipankar offered to help with 
the branding/naming. 
 
The committee’s goal is to submit the proposals for the new certificates to the Graduate Curriculum 
Committee by early April.  Barbara will coordinate the preparation of the paperwork. 
 
 
Next Meetings: Every other Wednesday from 1:30-2:30 pm – next meeting, 3/4/20 
 
 


